
Strider Labs Smart Collaboration Assistant (SCA) is the
only answer to the ever-evolving conference rooms of
the world. Traditionally every time there is an upgrade
in technology or a change in the way organisations
want to work, people had to revisit workspace designs
and communication solutions in order to address the
problems impacting the performance.

SMART COLLABORATION ASSISTANT (SCA) is both
platform and service-agnostic giving you the freedom
to choose your preferred equipment vendor or cloud
service provider. We made it affordable, simple to
install, and both easy to use and maintain. Time to
move up to the next-generation of collaboration
systems.

The SCA is available in two editions. 

Smart Collaboration Assistant-Premium is the only
device today that offers a true multi cloud
collaboration experience giving the customer an
option to choose between multiple cloud
conferencing vendors. 

Smart Collaboration Assistant ZOOM/Teams/Lifesize
Edition on the other hand is made specific to the
choice of the software that the customer wants to
have as his preferred choice of enterprise
communication platform. These optimized solutions
provide the customers the most out of their cloud
conferencing experience.

Platform and service-agnostic:
Choose as many cloud conference
solution you want to have*
Powered by Windows 10: All the
UC application used by your
enterprise can be used.
Connect to any Platform: A
single hardware connecting to
your choice of cloud applications.
Greater
Interoperability: Provides IT
teams the level of security,
management and control they
require.
Better Meeting Experience: No
need to prepare for a meeting for
hours, walk in and join the
meeting of your choice.
Choice of SCA: Choose between
the Premium Edition or Cloud
Edition as per your enterprise
needs.
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Windows 10 powered system
capable of handling multiple
tasks and video collaboration
services.
Smart Collaboration Appliance
Premium can handle upto 24
video conferencing
application while the Cloud
Editions can handle single
application only.

Black

Aluminum

Genuine Windows 10 Pro.

Activated. US English

Intel 10th Gen

8GB/DDR4

2.5" 250 GB SSD

Intel HD Graphics

Ethernet 10/100/1000 (Realtek

RTL8111E)

Bluetooth 2.1, 2.1+EDR, 3.0,

3.0+HS, 4.0 (BLE)

802.11ac, a/b/g, n

1 x USB 3.0

 3 x USB2.0

Built in High Definition Audio

Controller (Realtek ALC662)

ARCHITECTURE 

COLOR

HOUSING MATERIAL

LICENSE 

PROCESSOR 

BLUETOOTH

WIFI

USB

AUDIO

4K, 2160p, 1080P decoding,

Support MP4, AVI, RM, RMVB,

MKV, WMV, MOV, PMP, MPEG,

MPG, FLV, 3GP

JPEG, BMP, PNG

DC x1, USB2.0 Host x3, USB

3.0 Host x1, HDMI x1, Gigabit

Ethernet x1

100~240V AC

Input; 12V DC Output 5A

Temperature -15°~60°

Humidity 0~85% condensation

free

Storage temperature -10°~40°

Reverberation time: <0.5

seconds

1 year return or change for

free

STR-SCP-001: SCA- Premium

STR-SCE-001: SCA- Zoom

Edition

STR-SCE-002: SCA- Microsoft

Teams Edition

STR-SCE-003: SCA- Lifesize

Edition

support@striderlabs.net

VIDEO FORMAT

PICTURE FORMAT

INTERFACES

POWER ADAPTER

CERTIFICATION

WARRANTY

PART NUMBER

EMAIL

1 x Mic IN (3.5 mm) OR 1 x USB

Microphone

1 x Headphone OUT, USB

Speakerphone, 2/4/5.1

channels via HDMI

1 x HDMI 2.0a supporting a

maximum resolution of 4K

resolution

Single or Dual Screen Set-Up

(Duplicate/Extend)

Silent Fanless Radiator

Onboard

Support MP3, WMA, WP2, OGG,

AAC, M4A, FLAC, APE, 3GP, WAV

Collaborate using cloud

collaboration or in-house

collaboration tools

Connect to social media

platforms

Communicate via video

conference or web conference

tools

Contol your enterprise

resources as well as devices via

a single click

AUDIO IN

AUDIO OUT

VIDEO OUT 

DISPLAY

COOLING

AUDIO FORMAT

USAGE
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